
4 Pin FICM Check

Front of truck

Check this pin. 

Do not touch 
case with probe.

•This test and repair is for the four pin FICM,  you most likely can repair it yourself and no 
reprogramming is needed .  
•Before doing the FICM check make sure battery and charging systems are working and proper voltage 
(greater than 12.5 volts). 
•Remove Glow Plug Control Module (GPCM) power wire from passenger side battery.  This will set a 
GPCM code.  This will keep the batteries from draining excessively while checking FICM.
•It is easier if the 2 bolts holding coolant reservoir are removed and reservoir is moved to the side. You 
have to remove the little cover (Torx bit T-20) on top of the FICM to see if it is 4 or 7 pin.

This is for four pin FICM only since that is the only one I have done.
•Check the voltage on the screw closest to the fender and ground (Do not touch probe from screw to 
case), key on engine off (cold less than 60F.) To check voltage, it is best to have 2 people, one reading 
the voltage while the other turns the key on, do not start truck.  Record lowest voltage reading.  Voltage 
should be greater than 45 volts, if not do repair procedure.



4 Pin FICM Repair
•Remove FICM from truck.  It was easier if ~ 2 gallons of coolant was removed and coolant reservoir 
removed.

•Remove the four screws (Torx bit T-10) below small cover.

•Remove eight screws (Torx bit T-20) holding both halves of case together and split case.

•Set the half with the three connectors aside (pic1).  The other half has the power supply that needs to 
be repaired (pic2).

•Remove four screws holding plastic covers on (red circles Pic2).

•Apply low heat (hair dryer) and remove amber substance from over screws and

locations shown with red circles (Pic3).
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•Remove seven screws holding board to case.  Remove board and turn over.

•Re-solder 16 locations shown (Pic4 red circles).  Just re-flow solder, you do not have to remove old solder.  A 
drop of flux on the solder joint and a small amount of solder on the iron is all that is needed.

•Lightly clean (Scotch Bright Pad) locations with yellow circles (Pic4).



•Turn board side up as shown (Pic5).

•Re-solder the four resistors on both ends of the resistors (8 solder joints).  You may need someone to hold 
the resistor down while soldering so the resistor does not lift off the board.   A drop of flux on the solder joint 
and a small amount of solder on the iron is all that is needed. Make sure you do not bridge the solder 
between the resistors (blue circles) or any other components, if you do the FICM will not work!

•Lightly clean (Scotch Bright Pad) locations with yellow circles (Pic5).

•Re-install board with the seven screws removed earlier.

•Install  two plastic covers and four screws.
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•Clean gasket and sealing surface for both case halves.

•Place both halves together and install the eight screws.  Tighten screws from center working out 
alternating between sides.

•Install and tighten the four screws that were below small cover.

•Install FICM back in truck.  

•Do the 4 Pin FICM check that was done on the first page and record voltage.  If all went well the 
voltage should be above 45 volts.

•Clean gasket and gasket surface and install small cover.  Install screws and tighten.

•Reconnect GPCM power wire.


